Analytics-Driven

Quality Management
Using Speech Analytics to Assess All Call Recordings

Sponsored by Verint

Agent Quality Monitoring
Must Improve
In many companies the agent quality monitoring process has remained
the same for years: Managers typically select a small, random set of call
recordings and complete an assessment form as they listen to them.
This provides only a limited snapshot of agent performance, one that can
easily be skewed depending on the calls selected.
Companies should extend their quality monitoring process to embrace
quality management by using speech analytics software. This will allow
them to automate the analysis of agent and team performance based
on an in-depth analysis of all call recordings.
Drawing on Ventana Research’s benchmark research, this e-book offers
a step-by-step approach to implementing speech analytics to improve
quality management.
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Agents Impact the Customer Experience
In our research on next-generation workforce
optimization,

78% of organizations said that it is

very important to improve agents’ performance
in handling customer interactions.
The main drivers for doing so are to:
• Improve the customer experience (86%)

• Improve customer satisfaction (72%)

• Increase first-contact-resolution rates (66%)
• Improve business processes (66%)
• Improve agent satisfaction (51%).

akeaway: Companies need to improve
agent performance.
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Agents Need

Help to Perform Better

To increase their customers’ satisfaction, organizations most often choose to deploy
self-service technology. But agents remain critical to serving customers. The next-most
common methods of trying to improve engagement and thus customer satisfaction are to:
• Improve agent training
• Improve the quality monitoring process
• Automate the quality monitoring process.
These actions can help agents to carry out their tasks better and
thus improve their and the customer’s satisfaction. Our research shows
that satisfied

agents hit their targets for key metrics
three times more often than less satisfied agents.

akeaway: Companies should take a more outcome-focused
approach centered on customers.
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Assessment of Calls Is Incomplete
most organizations use
only partial information to assess how agents
Our research confirms that

handle calls. Typically the approaches they use include listening
to a selection of call recordings (70%), using spreadsheets

to support a manual process (41%), using outbound customer
surveys (40%), analyzing agent desktop usage (22%) and
using a quality monitoring product (21%).

akeaway: Assessment of agent
performance is largely done in ways
that don’t take into account all available
information.
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Speech Analytics Can Guide Call Selection
As a first step to improve agent performance, innovative companies
select calls to be reviewed using business

rules incorporated

in speech analytics. These systems can use the content of calls
to categorize

them and flag which should be used

in the quality management process. Quality managers can listen
to flagged calls and thus base the agent

review process

on a more representative sample.
Today, though, speech analytics is used by only

10%

of companies.

akeaway: Using speech analytics enables
quality management based on a more relevant
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Dedicated QM Gains Attention
Our research finds increasing interest in advanced technology for quality management:

31% of organizations said they plan to adopt such a system
within the next two years.
Participants identified as the most
important features of such a system:

akeaway:
Specialized systems
can automate much
of the quality
management
process.
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Speech Analytics-Driven QM
Our analysis of organizations’ needs and of tools now available lead
us to recommend that companies seeking to improve agent performance:

Use speech analytics to analyze all calls
• Use the outputs to generate electronic evaluations
•

		 specific to different call types
•

EXCELLENT

Automate the calculation of agent quality scores

		 so they are based on all data and are more consistent
•

OUTSTANDING

Set up alerts and workflow to ensure that actions are

VERY GOOD

		 taken based on the outcomes – for example, the creation

AVERAGE

		 of a task to ensure that an agent receives coaching

BELOW

		 on a particular subject
•

Use historical analysis to fine-tune future training

		 and coaching.

akeaway: Embracing speech analytics will enable companies
to analyze all their call recordings for quality management.
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Benefits of Analytics-Driven QM
Organizations that use information derived by speech analytics
to automate quality management report on average four benefits.
Chief among them are:
• Coaching is more focused  (64%)

• Quality scores are more consistent  (54%)
• Assessment is more timely  (51%)
• Quality scores improve  (51%)

• Assessment is more rigorous  (42%).

akeaway: Speech analytics makes the
quality management process more effective.

Agent Performance
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Invest in Speech Analytics for
Quality Management
Our research shows that contact center agents remain an important part of customer
engagement. Despite the increased use of self-service technologies, they continue
to play a significant role in influencing customers’ opinions of organizations. Thus, to
strengthen customer engagement companies should take a more rigorous approach
to quality management that enables them to better assess agent performance and
focus training and coaching.
Ventana Research believes that to deal with the volumes and variety of customer call
data now being generated, companies should invest in speech analytics systems
that can process all call recordings and automate more of the process. Those that
do can expect to achieve a variety of benefits, including more satisfied agents and
more satisfied customers.

Sponsored by

The benchmark research report Next-Generation Workforce
Optimization can be purchased from Ventana Research at

www.ventanaresearch.com.
© Ventana Research 2016. All rights reserved.
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